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Abstract— Due to the unique spatial and temporal focusing
effects, time-reversal (TR) communication can be utilized in the
cloud radio access network (C-RAN), where it creates “tunneling
effects” such that the traffic load in the front-haul links can
be alleviated in both downlink and uplink. Although the basic
TR waveforms are simple to use, and they cannot provide the
optimal performance in some cases. Since the C-RAN is usually
expected to serve massive wireless devices, the severe inter-user
interference will limit the performance of the system, especially in
the high signal-to-noise ratio region where the interference power
dominates the noise power. In this paper, we propose to optimize both downlink and uplink transmissions in the TR-based
C-RAN so as to alleviate the interference. In the downlink transmission, an optimal content-aware waveform design is proposed,
so that the baseband units (BBUs) are able to combine both
the channel information and the content information to suppress
the interference. In the uplink transmission, an optimal receiver
design algorithm is proposed, such that the BBUs can detect
the symbols transmitted by the terminal devices more accurately
by leveraging the channel information. We study the bit error
rate performance of the proposed algorithms based on extensive
measurements of the wireless channel in a real-world environment. Numerical results demonstrate the significant performance
improvement over the basic TR transmission techniques and the
traditional waveform design techniques.
Index Terms— Interference supression, broadband communication, least mean square methods, antenna arrays, MIMO
systems, filtering.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

LOUD based radio access network (C-RAN) has been
recently proposed [1]–[4] as a novel type of RAN
architecture, where a pool of base band units (BBUs) are
connected to the distributed remote radio heads (RRHs)
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via high bandwidth and low latency links. The BBUs are
responsible for all the baseband processing through high
performance computing. In this system, the spectral and
energy efficiencies are improved by the centralized processing.
Nevertheless, the limited front-haul link capacity is a bottleneck that hinders the system from fully achieving the benefits brought by concentrating the processing intelligence [5].
To tackle this challenge, current approaches include signal
compression [6]–[8] and sparse beamforming [9], [10].
Time-reversal (TR) communication [11] is a new broadband
wireless communication technique with unique spatial and
temporal focusing effects in a rich-scattering environment.
All the terminal devices (TDs) are naturally separated by
their location-specific signatures in both downlink [12] and
uplink [13]. Due to these nice features, Ma et al. [14] proposed
to use the TR communications as the air interface for both the
uplink and downlink of C-RAN. It was illustrated that the
TR communications create “tunneling effects” in the fronthaul links such that the baseband signals of multiple TDs can
be efficiently combined and transmitted through the front-haul
links to alleviate the traffic load.
In the TR based C-RAN proposed in [14], when the
symbol duration is shorter than the delay spread of the
multipath channel in high rate transmissions, the inter-symbol
interference (ISI) may limit the performance of the system.
Moreover, with network densification, e.g., in a C-RAN that
needs to support a massive number of TDs, the severe interuser interference (IUI) becomes the limiting factor that impairs
both the spectral and energy efficiencies. Therefore, it is
very important to design effective interference management
schemes to improve the spectral and power efficiencies in
TR based C-RAN.
In TR communication, algorithms for waveform design
to maximize the sum achievable data rate in the downlink
transmission were proposed in [15]. Yoon et al. [16] designed
an interference alignment scheme aiming at managing the
ISI in the single user case. In [13], a successive interference
cancellation scheme was proposed to improve the performance
in the uplink transmission. Nevertheless, these works only considered the case with a stand-alone single access point (AP),
which is not applicable to the C-RAN architecture where multiple RRHs are expected to work together to deliver or receive
information.
In the C-RAN literature, a lot of works have been done to
utilize the computing power at the BBUs to optimize both the
downlink and uplink transmissions. In [17], a joint precoding
and compression scheme was proposed to alleviate the effect
of interference and quantization noise so as to maximize the
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weighted sum rate in the downlink transmission. In order to
comply with the limited front-haul link capacity of each RRH,
a sparse beamforming and clustering technique was proposed
in [9]. Zhou and Yu [6] authors proposed a joint beamforming and compression scheme for the uplink transmission
in C-RAN. Researchers also investigated the power consumption issues of C-RAN in [18] and [19]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no optimization technique is available for
the “asymmetric” architecture of the TR based C-RAN [14],
i.e., much of the complexity is moved to the BBU side while
the TDs can be of very low complexity in both downlink
and uplink transmissions. In the downlink transmission of a
TR based system, the TDs detect the transmitted signal by
single-tap detection, while in the uplink they directly transmit
the symbols after simple amplification.
In this work, we aim to optimize the downlink and uplink
waveforms beyond the basic TR waveforms used in [14] so
that the transmissions become more reliable and efficient.
In the downlink, since the instantaneous channel impulse
responses (CIRs) as well as the intended symbols of all the
TDs are available at the BBUs, we propose algorithms that
combine these information to optimally determine the power
allocation and transmitting waveforms to minimize the mean
square error (MSE) of the signal received by the TDs. In the
uplink, since only the CIRs of all the TDs are available at
the BBUs, we propose to utilize this information to optimize
the receiver design as well as the transmitting power of all
the TDs. All the proposed algorithms are guaranteed to converge. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes,
we conduct experiments to measure the multipath channel
information in a real-world environment, based on which we
show that the proposed schemes can significantly reduce the
bit error rate (BER) of both downlink and uplink transmissions
compared with using the basic TR waveforms. As a result,
the number of re-transmissions caused by transmission errors
are reduced, which further alleviates the traffic load in the
front-haul links. Moreover, since all these optimizations are
performed in the BBUs, the asymmetric architecture of the
TR based C-RAN is preserved, and the performance is
improved without any change at the TD side.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II,
both downlink and uplink waveform optimization problems are
formulated; the downlink waveform is optimized in section III;
the uplink detector and power control are optimized in
section IV; numerical results are shown in section V and
section VI concludes this paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODELS AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATIONS
In the indoor broadband wireless communication, the signal
suffers from the multipath effect caused by the reflections
of the indoor environment. Instead of trying to avoid the
multipath effect, TR based communication utilizes all the
multipaths to act like a matched filter to achieve spatial and
temporal focusing effects. In Fig. 1, we show the typical
process of a TR communication. For example, transceiver B
tries to transmit some information to transceiver A. Prior to
the transmission, the transceiver A has to send out a deltalike pilot pulse which propagates to transceiver B through a
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Fig. 1.

The schematic diagram of the time reversal system.

Fig. 2.

The System Model.

multi-path channel, and transceiver B keeps a record of the
received waveform h. Then, the transceiver B time reverses
the received waveform, and use the normalized time-reversed
conjugate signals as a basic waveform g, i.e.,
h ∗ [L − 1 − k]
g[k] = 
L−1
2
l=0 h[l]

(1)

where L = TδTS is the channel length, T S is the sampling
period of the transceivers such that T1S equals to the bandwidth B used and δT is the delay spread of the channel [20].
Due to the channel reciprocity, when transceiver B transmits
g using the same band which transceiver A uses for the pilot
pulse, the multi-path channel forms a natural matched filter by
performing h ∗ g, and hence a peak is expected at the receiver.
In the time-reversal (TR) based cloud radio access
network (C-RAN) [14] shown in Fig. 2, the terminal
devices (TDs) periodically send known sequences of waveforms to the remote radio heads (RRHs) in the channel probing
phase. The RRHs transmit the received baseband signal to
the baseband units (BBUs), which then detect the channel
impulse response (CIR) using the received signal. According
to section II.B of [14], the channel probing overhead is less
than 0.1% for a typical TD moving with walking speed, and
the system-wide overhead is approximately N ∗ 0.1% where
N is the total number of TDs that require frequent channel
information update. The channel probing time is independent
of the number of RRHs or number of antennas per RRH.
In this system, the downlink and uplink transmissions work
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Fig. 3.

The Downlink Transmission Diagram.

Fig. 4.

The Uplink Transmission Diagram.

each RRH is equipped with M T antennas and each TD
is equipped with 1 antenna. Let h (m)
i,k denote the multipath
channel between the m-th antenna of the i -th RRH and the
k-th TD, which is a column vector of length L with L being
the maximum channel length of all the N TDs. Let column
(m)
vectors X k and gi,k denote the information symbols and the
transmit waveform for user k at the m-th antenna of RRH i .
(m)
can be basic TR waveform or more advanced waveform.
gi,k
(m)
The length of gi,k is also L. In this work, we consider the
frame-based transmission and reception schemes. The frame of
symbols for user k is denoted by X k = [x k,1 , x k,2 , · · · x k,Fk ]T
where Fk is the frame length of TD k. As shown Fig. 3, at
the m-th antenna of RRH i , the X k will be first upsampled
by the backoff factor Dk for inter-symbol interference (ISI)
[D ]
alleviation. The upsampled symbol frame is denoted as X k k .
After that, a blank sub-frame is appended to the end of the
up-sampled signal to prevent the interference between frames.
The length of the sub-frame is no less than L taps. Then,
the entire frame is convolved with the downlink transmission
(m)
signature gi,k , after which the convoluted signal for all the
TDs are summed up together and transmitted over the air to
multiple TDs simultaneously.
The signal received at TD k can be represented as
MT


Sk =

m=1

by time division duplexing (TDD) such that the CIR can be
shared. The CIR is considered as the transmitting waveform of
the corresponding TD, and used by the BBUs for the downlink
and uplink data transmissions. In the downlink data transmission shown in Fig. 3, the BBUs simply use the time-reversed
version of the CIR as the symbol waveform to transmit the
data symbols. After receiving the signal, the TD detects the
transmitted symbols by looking at one sample of the received
signal for each symbol. As a consequence, the complexity at
the TD side can be very low while most of the computational
burden is shifted to the BBUs. In the uplink data transmission
shown in Fig. 4, the TDs amplify and transmit the symbols
to the RRHs through the multipath channels without any
other complicated processing. The RRHs transmit the received
signal through the front-haul links to the BBUs and the
BBUs then convolve the received signal with the time-reversed
version of the CIR of corresponding TDs to detect the symbols
transmitted by the TDs.
Although using basic TR waveform is simple and straightforward, it cannot achieve the optimal performance, especially
in the dense network where the inter-user interference (IUI)
becomes the limiting factor. In this work, we focus on the
waveform design problem to optimize both downlink and
uplink data transmissions. The downlink and uplink waveform design problem will be formulated separately in the
following.
A. Downlink Problem Formulation
We will first analyze the case that a single RRH serves
multiple TDs. Without loss of generality, we assume that

(m)

h i,k ∗ (

N


(m)

gi,v ∗ X v[Dv ] ) + n k

v=1

(2)

where n k is the noise vector with appropriate length.
Without loss of generality, we assume the noise power
E[n k [ j ]2] = σ 2 , ∀k, j .
The k-th TD will first amplify the Sk with αk and then downsample it with the backoff factor Dk , obtaining the receiced
sequence Yk , based on which it will try to detect X k . The
received sequence Yk can be represented as
Yk = αk Mk

MT

m=1

h (m)
i,k ∗ (

N

v=1

(m)
gi,v
∗ X v[Dv ] ) + αk Mk n k

(3)

where Mk is a masking matrix for TD k since only the sampled
taps of the received signal are considered. More specifically,
Mk = [e L ; e L+Dk ;

· · · e L+(Fk −1)Dk ],

(4)

where ei denotes the i -th row of the (2L − 1 +
(Fk − 1)Dk ) × (2L − 1 + (Fk − 1)Dk ) identity matrix.
(m)
We define Hi,k as the Toeplitz matrix of size (2L − 1) × L
(m)
with the first column being [(h i,k )T 01× (L−1) ]T , then Yk can
be further written as
Yk = αk · B̃i,k gi + αk · Mk n k ,

(5)

where
⎛
⎜
⎜
gi = ⎜
⎝

gi,1
gi,2
..
.
gi,N

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(6)
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is the aggregation of all the downlink transmission
signature gi,k ’s. The gi,k is defined as
⎛ (1) ⎞
gi,k
⎜ (2) ⎟
⎜ gi,k ⎟
⎟
(7)
gi,k = ⎜
⎜ .. ⎟ ,
⎝ . ⎠
(M T )
gi,k

which is the the aggregation of the downlink transmission
(m)
signature gi,k ’s between all the antennas of RRH i and TD k.
The B̃i,k is the equivalent channel matrix combining both
(m)
the channel information h i,k ’s and content information X k ’s.
More specifically,
(1)

B̃i,k = Mk [ B̃i,k

(2)

B̃i,k

(N)

· · · B̃i,k ],

(8)

where
(r)

(r),(1)

(r),(M T )

B̃i,k = [ B̃i,k
· · · B̃i,k
Fk

(m),( j )
(r),(m)
B̃i,k
=
xr, j · Hi,k
,

],

(9)
(10)

j =1

with xr, j being the j -th tap of X r and
⎛
⎞
0( j −1)Dk ×L
(m),( j )
(m)
⎠
=⎝
Hi,k
Hi,k
0(Fk − j )Dk ×L

(11)

(m)

is the augmented matrix of Hi,k with size (2L − 1 +
(Fk − 1)Dk ) × L.
In the TR communication system, due to the asymmetric
architecture [12], [13], all the computation complexity are
migrated to the BBUs and the TDs have low complexity.
In other words, the TDs are unable to perform sophisticated
signal processing to detect the transmitted symbols. Due to this
constraint, we aim to make the received signal Yk close to X k
so that TD k could directly get the transmitted information
based on the received signal.
To achieve this, some sophisticated processing are needed
at the BBU side. It can be seen in (5) that we combine the
channel information h i,k ’s and the content information X k ’s
in the matrix B̃i,k , which are readily available at the BBUs,
and the BBUs can instantaneously compute the B̃i,k ’s and
utilize them to optimize the downlink data transmission. Since
all the TDs simultaneously work at the same spectrum, each
TD suffers from the inter-symbol interference (ISI) and the
inter-user interference (IUI), which are significantly affected
by the design of gi . We aim to find the optimal gi and
· · · α N ] to minimize the mean square
α = [α1 , α2 ,
error (MSE) of the received signal without violating the transmitting power constraints. More specifically, the optimization
problem becomes
min
α,gi

N


E[Yk − X k 2 ]

k=1

(dl)
s.t. gi gi ≤ Pmax
,
(dl)
Pmax

(12)

is the maximum transmitting power allowed for
where
each RRH in the downlink transmission. Note that by (7) the
number of antennas of RRH i affects the dimension of the

vector gi . The more antennas available, the higher degree of
freedom can be used for the optimization.
B. Uplink Problem Formulation
In the uplink of the TR based C-RAN system, All the TDs
simultaneously transmit the information through the RRHs
to the BBUs. The BBUs collect the information received
by all the RRHs and then detect the transmitted symbols
by processing the received signal. We will first analyze the
case that a single RRH serves multiple TDs. Similar to the
downlink case, the uplink will also be using the frame based
transmission. The frame of symbols of TD k is denoted by
the column vector Q k = [qk,1 , qk,2 , · · · qk,Tk ]T where Tk is the
frame length of TD k. As shown in Fig. 4, at TD k, the Q k will
be first upsampled by the backoff factor Dk for ISI alleviation.
After that, a blank sub-frame is appended to the end of the
up-sampled signal to prevent the interference between frames.
The length of the sub-frame is no less than L taps. Then,
the entire frame is amplified element-wisely by the elements
of the column vector βk = [βk,1 , βk,2 , · · · , βk,Tk ] and then
transmitted over the air to each antenna at RRH i , i.e., the
symbol qk, j is amplified by βk, j . In Fig. 4, it shows the
signal received at the m-th antenna of RRH i . The signal
received at the RRH i is the aggregation of the signals from the
M T antennas, which is
⎛ (1) ⎞
Z
⎜ i(2) ⎟
⎜ Zi ⎟
⎟
(13)
Zi = ⎜
⎜ .. ⎟ .
⎝ . ⎠
Z i(M T )

The signal received at the m-th antenna can be represented as
Z i(m) = Ri(m) β Q + n (m)
i ,
where

⎛
⎜
⎜
Q=⎜
⎝

Q1
Q2
..
.

(14)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(15)

QN
is the aggregation of the frames of all the TDs,
(m)

Ri

=

(m)

(m)

(m)

Ri,1 Ri,2 · · · Ri,N

,

(16)

and β is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements being
(m)
β1,1 , · · · β1,T1 , β2,1 , · · · β2,T2 , · · · , β N,1 , · · · β N,TN . Ri, j is the
Toeplitz matrix of size (D j · (T j − 1) + L) × T j with the
(m)
j -th column being [0( j −1)∗D j ; (h i, j )T ; 0(T j − j )×D j ].
The aggregate received signal Z i can be re-written as
⎛ (1) ⎞
⎛ (1) ⎞
Ri
n
⎜ (2) ⎟
⎜ i(2) ⎟
⎜ Ri ⎟
⎜ ni ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎜
Zi = ⎜
(17)
⎜ .. ⎟ β Q + ⎜ .. ⎟ ,
⎝ . ⎠
⎝ . ⎠
Ri(M T )

T)
n (M
i

It can be seen that the channel information h (m)
i,k ’s are
(m)
combined in Ri , which are readily available at the BBUs in
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the uplink. Moreover, the BBUs are equipped with all the
computation power so that they have the ability to process the
received signal in sophisticated ways to extract the information
transmitted by the TDs. In this work, we aim to design the
linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) detector Wi
to detect the symbols transmitted by the TDs. Moreover,
the BBUs need also determine the power control factor βk, j ’s
in order to avoid the strong-weak effect. The problem can be
formulated as

which is a non-convex optimization problem. Since each TD’s
optimal gi,k and αk depend on those of other TDs, the closed
form global optimal solution is difficult to find. In the following, we provide two algorithms that are guaranteed to converge
to a local optimal point.
1) Alternating Optimization Algorithm: In this subsection,
we will introduce the alternating optimization algorithm,
where we alternatively optimize one of gi and α given the
other.
The Lagrangian of the problem in (21) can be written as

min E[Wi Z i − Q2 ]

β,Wi

2
2
(ul)
s.t. βk,
j E[qk, j  ] ≤ Pmax , ∀k, j,

(18)

L(α, gi , λ) = gi (

III. D OWNLINK WAVEFORM D ESIGN

A. Single RRH Waveform Design and Power Allocation
In this subsection, we will analyze the waveform design
problem in the case that a single RRH serves multiple TDs.
The MSE of TD k can be expressed as
2

M S E k = E[αk B̃i,k gi + αk Mk n k − X k  ]


X k − αk X k B̃i,k gi
= αk 2 gi B̃i,k
B̃i,k gi − αk gi B̃i,k
+ αk 2 Fk σ 2 + X k X k

(19)

The total MSE can be represented as
M S Ek =

gi (

k=1

−(

N


αk 

2


B̃i,k
B̃i,k )gi

−

k=1
N


N


k=1

k=1

αk X k B̃i,k )gi +

gi (

N



αk B̃i,k
Xk)

k=1
N


X k X k +

k=1

The problem in (12) becomes
N



B̃i,k )gi − gi (
αk 2 B̃i,k

k=1
N


−(

N



αk B̃i,k
Xk)

k=1

αk X k B̃i,k )gi +

k=1

N


αk 2 Fk σ 2

k=1

(dl)
+ λ(gi gi − Pmax
).

(21)

∂L


= 0 ⇒ αk = (Fk σ 2 + gi B̃i,k
Xk.
B̃i,k gi )−1 gi B̃i,k
∂αk

(22)

Next, we will derive how to optimize gi given α. We have


∂L

= 0 ⇒ gi (
αk 2 B̃i,k
αk X k B̃i,k + λgi = 0.
B̃i,k ) −
∂gi
N

N

k=1

k=1

(23)
By solving (22) and (23), we can have
N
αk 2 Fk σ 2
λ = k=1 (dl)
.
Pmax

(24)

Substituting (24) into (23), we can have
gi = (

N



B̃i,k
αk 2 B̃i,k

k=1

N
+

k=1

αk 2 Fk σ 2
(dl)

Pmax

I)−1 (

N



αk B̃i,k
X k ).

(25)

k=1

The alternating optimization algorithm can be summarized
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Alternating Optimization Algorithm

αk 2 Fk σ 2
(20)

min gi (

−(

N


N


Given gi , optimizing α is an unconstrained optimization
problem, which can be solved by

In this section, we solve the problem (12) formulated
in section II to optimize the downlink data transmission.
We will start with the single RRH multiple TD case. Since
the problem in (12) is a non-convex problem, we propose
to use iterative algorithms to solve it. Through designing the
algorithm, we find that under a special single TD case, a closed
form optimal waveform design can be derived. Eventually,
we extend the problem to the coordinated waveform design
such that multiple RRHs can work together to focus the signal
at the intended locations.

α,gi


αk 2 B̃i,k
B̃i,k )gi − gi (

k=1

(ul)

where Pmax is the maximum transmitting power allowed
for each TD in the uplink transmission. Note that by (17),
the number of antennas at RRH i affects the dimensions of
Z i and Wi . The more antennas available, the higher degree of
freedom can be utilized in the optimization.

N


N



αk B̃i,k
Xk)

1 Initialize αk = 1, ∀k
2 loop:
3
Calculate gi according to (25)
4
Calculate αk ’s according to (22)
5 until gi and αk ’s converge or the maximum number
of iterations is reached

k=1

αk X k B̃i,k )gi +

k=1
(dl)
s.t. gi gi ≤ Pmax
,

N

k=1

αk 2 Fk σ 2

In the alternating optimization algorithm, the MSE is nonincreasing each time we update αk or gi . As a result,
the MSE is non-increasing as the iteration goes on. Since the
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MSE in (21) is lower bounded, the proposed algorithm is
guaranteed to converge.
Although the problem in (21) is non-convex, an interesting
observation is that when there is only one TD, by solving
the Lagrangian, we find that the necessary conditions lead
to a unique solution, which is the optimal solution for (21).
Specifically, from (22) we have

B̃i,k gi + αk 2 Fk σ 2 = αk X k B̃i,k gi .
αk 2 gi B̃i,k

2) Gradient Algorithm: In addition to the alternating optimization algorithm, we also propose another algorithm to find
the optimal waveform.
From (22), we are able to calculate the optimal αk given gi .
By plugging (22) into (19), the MSE of the k-th TD can be
expressed as
M S E k = X k X k −

(26)

From (23) we have

 X X  B̃ g
gi B̃i,k
k k i,k i
 B̃ g + F σ 2
gi B̃i,k
i,k i
k

.

(33)

The total MSE of all the TDs can be represented as


αk 2 gi B̃i,k
B̃i,k gi + λgi gi = αk X k B̃i,k gi .

(27)

N


By comparing (26) and (27), we can have αk
Fk
=
λgi gi . Obviously, λ = 0 ⇒ αk = 0, which is not an optimal
solution. If λ = 0, we have

k=1

2

σ2

M S Ek =

N
 X X  B̃ g

gi B̃i,k
k k i,k i
(X k X k −  
).
2
g
B̃
B̃
i i,k i,k gi + Fk σ
k=1

(34)

The gradient can be calculated as
∂ 
∇gi 
(
M S Ek )
∂gi
N

gi gi

=

(dl)
Pmax

(28)

k=1

by complementary slackness [21]. Therefore, λ = αk  (dl)Fk σ .
Pmax
Substituting the solution of λ into (23), we can obtain
2


gi = αk (αk 2 B̃i,k
B̃i,k +

αk 2 Fk σ 2
(dl)

Pmax


I)−1 B̃i,k
Xk,

2

(29)

where I is an identity matrix. By substituting (29) into (28),
we have
αk  =
2

 B̃
X k B̃i,k ( B̃i,k
i,k +

Fk σ 2

Pmax I) B̃i,k X k

Pmax

.

(30)

Obviously, the solution to (30) is not unique. In the single
TD case, as can be seen from (25) and (29) , for each
αk satisfying (30), the MSEs are the same by (20) since the
corresponding gi compensates the phase. Therefore, without
loss of generality, we choose the real valued solution of αk

αk =

 
 B̃
 X k B̃i,k ( B̃i,k
i,k +


Fk σ 2 −2 
B̃i,k X k
(dl) I)
Pmax
.
(dl)
Pmax

(31)

Substituting (31) into (29), we can obtain the optimal
waveform for the single user. The resulting MSE in the single
user case can be expressed as

M S E SU = X k X k − X k B̃i,k ( B̃i,k
B̃i,k +

Fk σ 2
(dl)
Pmax


I)−1 B̃i,k
X k . (32)

We observe that in this problem, the optimal solution
(dl)
satisfies gi gi = Pmax . In other words, when only one single
TD is served by the RRH, the RRH always uses full power
for the downlink transmission. This conclusion can be verified
in another way. If there are certain gi and αk such that
(dl)
gi gi < Pmax , then we can always scale up gi until it reaches
(dl)
Pmax , and scale down αk accordingly to keep the first term
in (5) the same while reducing the power of the second term,
which is the power of the noise. As a result, the impairment
caused by noise is alleviated and the MSE can be reduced.

N
 B̃ g (g  B̃  X X  B̃ g )

2 B̃i,k
i,k i i i,k k k i,k i
=
[
 B̃  B̃ g + F σ 2 )2
(g
k
i i,k i,k i
k=1

−

 X X  B̃ g
2 B̃i,k
k k i,k i
 B̃ g + F σ 2
gi B̃i,k
i,k i
k

].

(35)

Once the gradient is calculated, we use it to update the
waveform in order to minimize the MSE. Moreover, we project
(dl)
it to the constraint set gi gi = Pmax
by normalization to comply
with the transmitting power constraint. Specifically,
ginew = gi − δn · ∇gi

(dl)
Pmax
new, p
· g new ,
=
gi
ginew  i

(36)
(37)

where the first equation is to determine the shape of the new
waveform by line search. We choose the step size for the
n-th iteration in line search as δn = n1 for its good convergence
behavior [21]. The second equation is to project the waveform
into the space satisfying the transmitting power constraint.
The gradient optimization algorithm can be summarized
in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Gradient Optimization Algorithm
1 Initialize gi as the basic TR waveform
2 loop:
3
Calculate ∇g according to (35)
4
Set n = 1
new, p
according to (36) and (37)
5
Update gi
6
if M S E new < M S E current
new, p
7
gi = gi
8
else
9
n = n + 1, go to step 5
10 until gi and αk ’s converge or the maximum number
of iterations is reached
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In this algorithm, gi is updated in step 7 only when the
MSE is reduced by the update. Therefore, the MSE is nonincreasing in this algorithm. Since the MSE is lower bounded,
the gradient algorithm is guaranteed to converge.

with little leakage to the surroundings. It will be shown
later in the numerical results that, compared with the single
RRH case, multiple RRHs not only bring in extra power, but
also additional degree of freedom so that the signal can be
focused at the intended locations more sharply.

B. Extension to Multi-RRH Joint Waveform Design
and Power Allocation
In this subsection, we will extend the gradient algorithm
to the multiple RRH case so that multiple RRHs are able to
jointly determine the waveform for the downlink transmission
so as to better focus the signal at the intended TDs.
First, we extend the problem in (12) to the multiple
RRH case. When multiple RRHs work together to serve the
TDs distributed in the area, each TD simultaneously receives
and combines the signal transmitted by all the serving RRHs.
Suppose there are totally M RRHs serving N TDs in the area.
The signal received by TD k can be represented as
Yk = αk

M

i=1

where

⎛
⎜
⎜
g=⎜
⎝

g1
g2
..
.

(38)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(39)

gM
is the aggregation of all the downlink transmission signature gi ’s of the RRH i , and
B̃k = [ B̃1,k B̃2,k · · · B̃ M,k ].

(40)

Since the transmitting power at each of the RRHs cannot
(dl)
exceed Pmax
, the problem in (12) becomes
min g  (
α,g

N



B̃k )g − g  (
αk 2 B̃i,k

k=1
N


−(

N


In this section, we try to solve the problem (18) formulated
in section II. We will first analyze the single RRH case where
RRH i determines the transmitting power of all the TDs
and then processes the received signal to extract the uplink
information. Then we extend it to the multiple RRH case
where the BBUs can leverage the signal collected by more
than one RRHs.
A. Single RRH Power Control and Detector Design
Suppose the RRH i collects the uplink signal transmitted
by N TDs and forward it to the BBUs for further processing.
The MSE in (18) can be written as

B̃i,k gi + αk · Mk n k

= αk · B̃k g + αk · Mk n k ,

IV. U PLINK J OINT P OWER C ONTROL
AND D ETECTOR D ESIGN

E[Wi Z i − Q2 ] = E[Wi Ri β Q + Wi n i − Q2 ]
= tr ace[(β  Ri e−1 Ri β + q−1 )−1 ].

Before diving into solving the optimization problem, it’s
worthwhile explaining the differences in problems formulations for downlink and uplink. In (43), the content symbols
Q are averaged out and only the power q is taken into
consideration. On the other hand, the content information X
are preserved in (19) and taken into the optimization problem.
The reason is that since all the waveformings are performed
in the BBUs side, the content information is available in
the downlink but not in the uplink. Therefore, the contentaware waveforming is only possible in the downlink. In this
work, we use the LMMSE detector to detect Q. In [22], the
LMMSE detector can be written as

αk B̃k X k )

Wi = q β  Ri (Ri βq β  Ri + e )−1 ,

k=1

αk X k B̃k )g +

k=1
(dl)
s.t. gi gi ≤ Pmax
, ∀i.

N


(43)

(44)

where
αk 2 Fk σ 2

k=1

(41)

The gradient optimization algorithm proposed earlier can be
modified to work in the multiple RRH case. Since each
single RRH has only limited transmitting power, the projection
in (37) is modified by normalizing the maximum transmitting
(dl)
, while the transmitting power
power of all the RRHs to Pmax
of all the other RRHs are scaled down accordingly. Specifically, the projection step is

(dl)
Pmax
new, p
· gnew .
g
=
(42)
maxi gi 
By solving problem (41), all the RRHs work together to
determine the optimal g without violating the transmitting
power constraint at each of the RRHs. As a result, the transmitted signal are better focused at the intended receivers

q = E[Q Q  ]
e = E[n i n i ].

(45)

It can be seen that if β is available, the LMMSE detector can
be determined. The MSE can be written as
M S E (ul) = tr ace[(β  Ri e−1 Ri β + q−1 )−1 ],

(46)

which is affected by β. Moreover, β is also limited by the
transmitting power constraints of the TDs. Since the Ri ,
q and e are available at the BBUs, the BBUs are able
to optimize over β in order to further minimize the MSE, and
signal them to the TDs through the control/feedback links. The
problem becomes
min tr ace[(β  Ri e−1 Ri β + q−1 )−1 ]
β

(ul)
Pmax
s.t. βk, j ≤
, ∀k, j,
E[qk, j 2 ]

(47)
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The TR Radio Prototype.

which is a non-convex problem. Since the global optimal
solution is hard to find, in the following, we use a gradient
algorithm to find the optimal β to minimize the MSE while
satisfying the transmission power constraint of each TD.
−1

Let A  e 2 Ri . Note that β is a diagonal matrix.
We calculate the gradient of the M S E (ul) with respect to each
diagonal element of β. In [23], we have
∂ M S E (ul)
 ∇β(s, s)
∂β(s, s)
=−tr ace[(β  A Aβ +q)−2 (ψs A Aβ +β  A Aψs )],
(48)
where ψs is a matrix the same size with β. All elements in ψs
are zeros except that ψs (s, s) = 1.
The gradient of M S E (ul) with respect to β can be calculated
as
∂ M S E (ul)
 ∇β
∂β
⎛
∇β(1, 1)
⎜
⎜
0
=⎜
⎜
..
⎝
.
0

0
∇β(2, 2)
..
.
···

···
..
.
..
.
0

0
0
..
.

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎠

∇β(U, U )
(49)

where ∇β is the diagonal matrix the same size with β, and
the i -th item in the diagonal
 Nis ∇β(i, i ). The total number of
diagonal elements is U = i=1
Ti .
After we obtain the gradient for each β(s, s), we update
each β(s, s) by line search and projection similar to the
downlink gradient algorithm. Specifically,
β new = β − δn · ∇β,

(ul)
Pmax
proj

=
β new ,
β
maxs (β new (s, s) q (s, s))

(50)
(51)

where we choose δn = n1 . The algorithm can be summarized
in Algorithm 3.
In this algorithm, β is updated in step 7 only when
the MSE is reduced by the update. Therefore, the MSE is

Fig. 6.

The Floor Plan of the Testing Sites.

non-increasing in this algorithm. Since the MSE is lower
bounded, the gradient algorithm is guaranteed to converge.
B. Extension to the Multiple RRH Joint Power Control
and Detector Design
In the above, we proposed the joint LMMSE detector design
and power control algorithm in the single RRH case so that the
BBUs can determine the optimal transmitting power utilized
by each TD and then use the baseband signal collected by
RRH i to extract the information transmitted by all the TDs.
In the C-RAN setting, usually more than one RRHs are
available in a specific area. Compared to the single RRH
case, extra RRHs can provide additional information about
the signal transmitted by the TDs, which can be utilized to
improve the accuracy in detecting the transmitted symbols.
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Algorithm 3 Gradient Optimization Algorithm for Optimal
Power Control in Uplink

1 Initialize β(s, s) =

(ul)

Pmax
q (s,s) ,

∀s

2 loop:
3
Calculate ∇β according to (48) and (49)
4
Set n = 1
5
Update β proj according to (50) and (51)
6
if M S E new < M S E current
7
β = β proj
8
else
9
n = n + 1, go to step 5
10 until β converges or the maximum number
of iterations is reached
Fig. 8.

In this subsection, we extend the LMMSE detector design and
power control algorithm to the multiple RRH case.
In the multiple RRH case, we assume the M RRHs simultaneously observe the transmitted signal from the N TDs and
forward the collected signal to the BBUs for processing. The
BBUs collect the aggregation of the signal received by all
the RRHs, which can be represented as
Z = Rβ Q + n,

(52)

where Z = [Z 1T , Z 2T , · · · Z TM ]T , R = [R1T , R2T , · · · R TM ]T ,
n = [n 1T , n 2T , · · · n TM ]T .
The LMMSE detector design in (44) and the gradient power
control algorithm can be readily extended to the multiple RRH
case by replacing Ri by R and n i by n, respectively.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we will use some numerical results to
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed waveform design
algorithms. We start with the experiment settings in which we
collect the multipath channels. After that, we will show the

The Theoretical and Experimental MSE of a Single TD.

BER and MSE performance of the proposed algorithms under
various conditions.
A. Experiment Setting
We build a TR radio prototype to measure the multipath
channel. A snapshot of the radio stations of our prototype is
illustrated in Fig. 5, where a single antenna is attached to
a small cart with RF board and computer installed on the
cart. The tested signal bandwidth spans from 5.3375 GHz
to 5.4625 GHz, centered at 5.4 GHz. An office room in the
J. H. Kim Engineering Building at the University of Maryland
is considered. As shown in Fig. 6a, the RRHs are placed
at 6 locations across the room, while the TDs are placed
in multiple locations in the small room marked with “A”.
The layout of room “A” and an example of the placement
of the TDs are shown in Fig. 6b. In this experiment, we have
800 possible TD locations and 6 possible AP locations, from
which 4800 independent multi-path channel measurements are
obtained. In the following subsections, the performance of the
proposed waveform design schemes are evaluated using the
measured channels.
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.
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The BER Performance of Downlink Transmission in Single RRH Two TD Case.

The BER Performance of Downlink Transmission in Single RRH Four TD Case.

B. Single RRH Waveform Design
In this subsection, we show the numerical results obtained
by using the single RRH waveform design algorithms proposed in section III and section IV.
In Fig. 7, we show the BER performance of the single RRH
single TD waveform design algorithm. The curves labeled
“Content-aware WD” stand for the performance of the algorithms proposed in this paper where the content information
and the channel information are used in the waveform design.
The curve labeled “WD” stands for the BER performance of
the sum rate maximization waveform design algorithm proposed in [15]. In this algorithm, only the channel information
is used to determine the waveform for downlink transmission.
The curve labeled “TR” stands for the BER performance using
basic TR waveforms used in [14]. As shown in the figures,
(dl)
increases, the BER of the basic TR fails to go down
as Pσmax
2
since it is dominated by the interference. The BER decreases
(dl)
as Pσmax
2 increases for the algorithms proposed in this paper and
in [15]. Moreover, the algorithm proposed in this paper always
outperforms that in [15]. The reason is that the algorithms
proposed in this paper utilizes extra content information to
optimize the waveform. By comparing Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b,

the performance gap between the algorithms in this paper and
that in [15] shrinks when D increases, since the interference
is less severe with larger D. Moreover, we show in Fig. 8 that
the theoretical MSE calculated by (32) matches the theoretical
values well.
Next, we evaluate the proposed design in the single RRH
multiple TD setting. In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we show the BER
performance of the proposed algorithm in the single AP and
multiple TD settings. Similar to the single TD case, the BER of
(dl)
the basic TR goes down very slowly as Pσmax
2 increases due to
the saturation of interference. The proposed algorithms always
outperform that in [15] due to utilizing the extra content
information. The performance gap is larger than the single
TD case since the interference is more severe than the single
TD case. Moreover, it is illustrated that the performance of the
alternating algorithm is close to that of the gradient algorithm.
C. Multiple RRH Waveform Design
In Fig. 11, we show the BER performance of the algorithm
in section III-B for the multiple RRH settings. The BER of the
basic TR and zero-forcing waveforms goes down very slowly
(dl)
with the increase of Pσmax
2 . On the other hand, in the proposed
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Fig. 11. The BER Performance of Downlink Transmission in a Multiple
RRH Case.

Fig. 13.
Case.

Fig. 12.
The Improvement of BER by Adding RRHs in Downlink
Transmission.

content-aware waveform design schemes, multiple RRHs work
together to determine the transmitting power and waveform
and thus achieve good interference management. As a result,
the extra RRHs not only bring in more transmitting power,
but also the additional degree of freedom that can be utilized
to better focus the signal at the intended locations. As shown
in Fig. 12, the average BER of the TDs decrease with more
RRHs installed.
For the uplink case, we show the BER performance of the
proposed algorithm in the multiple RRH setting. The curves
labeled “LMMSE” stand for the performance of the proposed
LMMSE estimator design, and the curves labeled “TR” stand
for the performance of the basic TR waveforms in [13].
As shown in Fig. 13, the BER of the basic TR and zero-forcing
(ul)
increases. In parwaveforms goes down very slowly as Pσmax
2
ticular, the BER of the zero-forcing waveform is high even
in the high SNR region since the inter-user interference (IUI)
dominates noise. On the other hand, by using the proposed
algorithm, the observations from multiple RRHs are gathered
and processed to detect the symbols transmitted by the TDs.

The BER Performance of Uplink Transmission in a Multiple RRH

Fig. 14. The Improvement of BER by Adding RRHs in Uplink Transmission.

Additional RRHs provide extra observations of the symbols
transmitted by the TDs, which can be utilized to improve the
accuracy of the detection. As shown in Fig. 14, the average
BER of the TD decreases with the more RRHs installed.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we studied the optimization on the downlink
and uplink transmission in TR based C-RAN. The content/channel information and the computing power in the
BBU pool is utilized to optimize the waveform design in the
downlink and receiver design in the uplink. The asymmetric
architecture of TR communication is preserved in the optimization and no change in the terminal device (TD) is needed.
In this way, the performance of the TR based C-RAN can be
improved while keeping the low cost of the TDs. We built a
TR radio prototype to measure the wireless channel in the
real-world environment, with which we illustrated that the
proposed algorithms can significantly improve the downlink
and uplink transmission reliability over basic TR waveforms
and traditional waveform design schemes.
In the future, it might be interesting to investigate the
efficient channel estimation scheme. As the number of

MA et al.: WAVEFORMING OPTIMIZATIONS FOR TR C-RANs

TDs scales up, the channel probing overhead might become a
bottleneck for the system. It would be interesting to explore
how to update the channel information from aggregate channel
probing signal, so that more than one TDs can do the channel
probing at the same time to save the channel probing overhead.
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